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INVESTIGATION OF MICROPLASTIC INGESTION 
AND EFFECTS IN STRIPED RED MULLET IN EAST 

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

Introduction
Marine plastic debris is increasing and so does the microplastic (MP) ingestion by 
marine organisms. Detection of MPs in the marine environment is ongoing, 
however, there is lack of consensus regarding the effects of MP ingestion in marine 
organisms. The striped red mullet, Mullus surmuletus, is a native Mediterranean fish 
species proposed as bioindicator for benthic MP monitoring (1,2).

Aims of the study
1) Assessment of MP ingestion by fish collected in coastal sites of different human 
pressure intensity, the Marine National Park of Zakynthos island and coastal sites 
outside the marine protected area (MPA, East Ionian sea, Greece) and;

2) investigation of whether cellular and biochemical biomarker variations can be 
attributed to the occurrence of MPs in fish gastro-intestinal (GI) tract. 

Materials & Methods
Striped red mullets Mullus surmuletus were sampled along the tourist coast of 
Zakynthos island  (outside MPA) and inside the Zakynthos National Marine Park 
(MPA) in June 2019. 

• Blood samples were collected from alive individuals to evaluate micronuclei 
presence

• Biochemical biomarkers analyses included:
1. acetylocholinesterase (ACHE) in muscle tissues (3)
2. glutathione S-transferase (GST) and catalase (CAT) in the liver tissues  

(4,5)
3. protein determination conducted following the Bradford method (6)

• The fish GI tracts were digested using 15% H2O2 at <50 oC and then filtered 
to detect ingested MPs under stereomicroscope.

• The polymer identification analysis using  ATR Fourier-Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy (FTIR) and the analysis of smaller items (down to 100 μm) 
using FTIR microscopy is ongoing. 
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Results

Discussion – Conclusions
1. No differences were observed on the occurrence of MPs in M. surmuletus GI 

tract, neither on abundance of MPs per individual (t-test, chi square, 
p>0.05). 

2. Inside the MPA, the mean number of MPs ingested per individual was 0.84, 
and outside the MPA was 0.97 MPs.

3. The results so far indicate no differences in micronuclei occurrence in fish
blood cells between sampling sites.

4. Similarly, no effect of the sampling site was observed in the activity of 
ACHE, GST and CAT enzymes.

5. No differences were observed in micronuclei presence or the enzyme 
activities between the two sampling sites (MPA vs outside MPA) that can be 
attributed to MP presence in fish GI.

6. However, a negative relation was observed between GST and CAT activities, 
and the increasing presence of MPs in the fish GI tract in both sampling 
sites.

7. Further work on MP polymer type identification and additional biomarker 
effects on toxicology is ongoing.
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number of individuals examined 31 62

number of individuals containing MPs 15 (48.4 %) 20 (32.3 %)

number of MPs per individual 0.84 ± 1.2 0.97 ± 1

Statistical analysis
The micronuclei frequencies (‰) and enzyme activity levels (dependent variables) 
were modelled by general linear model (GLM) according to the independent variable 
of MPs content in GI and the addition of sampling site factor (e.g. MPA or outside 
MPA; p-value of < 0.05). Differences between MPA and outside MPA sites were 
determined by pair-wise contrast statements. The statistical analyses were 
conducted using R statistics (version 3.4.0).
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Table 1: Number of individuals examined, occurrence of ingested microplastics (% of 
individuals containing microplastics) and abundance of microplastics in M. surmuletus GI. 
Microplastic abundance (mean ± SD) is expressed as the average number of microplastic 
items per individual in all individuals examined

Figure 1: Shape of microplastics (%) detected in M. 
surmuletus GI.

Figure2: A) Micronuclei frequencies (‰) as recorded in 4000 red blood cells for each M. 
surmuletus alive individual sampled outside the MPA (orange triangles and curve) and inside the 
MPA (blue circles and curve). B, C and D) ACHE (in nmoles ACTC/min/mg protein), GST (in nmoles
CDNB/mg protein) and CAT (in units/mg protein) activities, respectively. No significant differences 
were observed for micronucleus frequency or ACHE, GST and CAT activities between the MPA and 
areas outside the MPA that are related to the MP content in the GI tract of M. surmuletus (glm, 
p>0.05).
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